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The aim of this paper is to prove the following result which gives a 
characterization of PSU(4, q2) for odd q. 
THEOREM. Let H, be the centralizer in PSU(4, q2) of an invozution in the 
center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSU(4, q2) where q is odd. 
Let G be a Jinite group with the following properties: 
(a) G has no subgroup of index 2; 
(b) G has an involution t such that the centralizer Co(t) of t in G is 
isomorphic to H, . 
Then G is isomorphic to PSU(4, q2). 
The method or our proof is the same as that of our characterization of 
L,(q) [6]. In fact the proofs of a number of lemmas are identical or almost 
identical to those of the corresponding results in [6]. Whenever this is the 
case, the proofs will be omitted. The result for q = 3 has already appeared [7]. 
Since the arguments for the special case are only slightly different from the 
general case, we shall include this case as well for completeness. 
The notation is the same as that of [6]. 
1. STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRALIZER 
Let I’ be a non-degenerate hermitian vector space of dimension 4 over the 
finite field Fpe of q2 elements where F,z has characteristic different from 2. 
Then I’ has an orthonormal basis {vr , v2 , vs , v~] with (vi , vj) = 6, 
and (&i xiq , &i yivi) = Ci=i xtiyiu where xp , yi are elements of F*a 
and o is the automorphism of Fgz defined by u : x -+ x0 = xa for all x E Faa . 
The general unitary group GU,(q2) may be identified with the set of all 
4 x 4 matrices (Q) such that (Q)(Q)* = I where (Q)* is the transpose of 
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(a;J and I is the unit matrix. The special unitary group SU,(q2) is then the 
set of matrices of determinant 1 in GU,(qa) and the projective special unitary 
group PSU(4, q2), which for brevity will be denoted by U,(q) is the quotient 
group of SU(4, q2) by its center 2 = Z(SU(4, q2)). 






in SU,(q2) and let H,’ be the set of all matrices (cQ~) in SU,(q2) such that the 
commutator [(cQ~), to’] E 2. It follows directly from matrix multiplication 
that H,’ is the splitting extension of L,’ x L,’ by a dihedral group (u’, w’) 
of order 2(q + 1) where 
/ 1 0 1 
u’= 
t 
0 1 &-1 1 o 
j 
; w’ rzz ( ). 1 0 1 ~-k-l’ 





and L,’ = u’L1’u’. 
The quotient group H, = H,‘/Z is clearly the centralizer in U,(q) 
of the involution t, = t,‘Z in U,(q). Let L, = L,‘Z/Z; L, = L,‘Z/Z; 
u = u’Z; w = w’Z. We note that if q = 1 (mod 4), 1 Z 1 = 2 and 
I H, I = (q - lj2q2(q + 1j3; 
ifqr -l(mod4),]ZI =4and 
I H, I = Ha - II2 q2(q + 1j3. 
Comparing the order of H, with that of U,(q) we see that t,, is indeed an 
involution in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of U,(q). We shall identify H, 
with Co(t) and, hence t = to because Z(H,) = (to). 
Let q = pf; q - 1 = 2=d; q + 1 = 2Q where d and e are odd integers. 
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Set y = WQ--l), 6 = hf(*+r) where X is a primitive root of PO2 . Let x E SLJ,(p2) 
(regarded as the set of matrices (Q) such that (xii) * “(x:J = I). The mapfr : 
X-+ 
is an isomorphism of SU,($) onto L, . For every element x1 of L, , x2 will 
denote uxru and we have L, = uL,u. The following elements will be needed 
for the proof of the theorem. 
TABLE I 




62 + s-2 (-82 + g-y-1 
2 (-4 + s-2)y 62 + s-2 ) 4-l 
0 1 ( 1 -1 0 4 
4 
(-Sd + S--d) (P + 6-,qy-1 
-(ad + S-d)y (Sd - 8-d) 
4 
Let Tl be the unique &,-subgroup of L, containing 0, and let T, = uT,u. 
It can be easily checked that T,# is the image in H, of the set of matrices of 
the form 
where x = Xi(p+1)(1+2i), i zz 0, I,.... Also let q denote the image in H, of the 
following matrix in H, 
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When q = 1 (mod 4), let 4 denote the image in H, of the matrix 
Furthermore we introduce the following symbols: z, = we; a, = are; 
b, = /illd; t, = dld2 ; t, = (/31p2)(*-1)‘4 when q = 1 (mod 4); s = (LY+J~‘J+~)~~ 
when q = -1 (mod 4); e = (z~~ol,a;~)~‘; m = (~~&)a’; TZ = (ar%)zs. All 
the symbols introduced thus far will keep their meaning throughout the 
paper. 
2. THE CASE q = 1 (MODS) 
Here we have LY. > 2; /3 = 1 and H = H, is a splitting extension of the 
central product L,L2 by the dihedral group (u, w) and we have the following 
relations: d;‘/3,d, = a’; v-rj3,v = B;‘; v-ld,v = b,d;l; uv = vu and 
+” = iv2 . 
LEMMA 2.1.1. The group Q = (b, , dI , b, , d2)(u, v) is a S2-subgroup 
of H. The center Z(Q) of Q is (t). Every elementary abelian group of order 16 
in Q is conjugate in H to one of the following: E1 = (t, t, , t, , u); 
E, = (t, t, , bIdId , uv) and E3 = (t, t3 , u, v). 
LEMMA 2.1.2. There are seven classes of involutions in H with represen- 
tatives t, t, , u, ut, uv, uvt and v. 
LEMMA 2.1.3. (i) CH(t3) = (PI , ,!$, t4)(u, v, e). A S,-subgroup of C,(t,) 
is & = (bl , b2 , t4XU, v>; z(&) = 0, t3) and &’ = W, hb,). 
(ii) C,(u) = CH(ut) = (t, u, v) B where B = (xluxlu 1 x1 EL& s 
PSU2W) = L,(q)- 
(iii) C,(uv) = CH(uvt) = (t, u, v) C where 
c = (xpuxluv 1 x1 EL& s L,(q). 
(iv) C,(v) = 0, t, , u, v)(8, m, n) and (e, m, n) is the normal 
2-complement of C,(v). 
LEMMA 2.1.4. The centralizer C,(T,T,) of TIT, in H is (t, /)(T, x T,) 
and the normalizer Nn( TIT,) of TIT2 in H is (PI , p2 ,+, e) TIT, . 
LEMMA 2.1.5. The maximal normal 2’-subgroup O(H) of H is (8) of order 
(q + I)/2 and H does not have a proper normal subgroup K such that 1 H/K 1 
is odd. If 1 # X C (t), then C,(X) = (w) L,L2. 
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2.2. Fusion of Involutions. 
We shall show that G has two classes of involutions. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. A &-subgroup of H is a S,-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 2.2.2. The involution t, is not conjugate to t. 
LEMMA 2.2.3. If 2a+4 divides 1 C(u)1 or 1 C(ut)l, then u and ut lie in d#erent 
conjugate classes of G. If 2af4 divides 1 C(ut)l and u is conjugate to t in G, then 
there exists z, in C(ut) such that uzl = t; t*l = u; (b,b,)“l = b,b, ; vzl = v 
OY ?I*’ = amt. 
Proof. The first statement can be proved as in 2.2.3 of [6]. Let S be a 
group of order 2U+4 in C(ut) containing U = (t, u, v, b,b, , d,d,). As in 
2.2.3 of [6], there exists z1 in S - U such that z1 E N(t, u) n N(B). If 
zi acts as an inner automorphism on B or if (B, zi) g PGL(2, q), then the 
assertions follow as in 2.2.3 of [6]. If not, we may assume zi acts as a field 
automorphism of order 2 on B and (zl , v, B)IB is a four-group. Then q is 
necessarily congruent to 1 modulo 8 with f even. 
From the structure of a group which is an extension of L,(q) by the field 
automorphism of order 2 and the fact zi normalizes B n U = (b,b, , d,d,), it 
follows that (b,b,)“l = b,b, or (b,b,)“l = (b,b,)-l and (d,d,)“a = d,d, . Replacing 
z1 by zldldz if necessary, we may assume z1 E C(b,b, , d,d,) and still have 
ai E N(t, u}. Since (xi , v, B)/B is a four-group, [pi , v] = y E B. Since 
zi E C(b,b, , d,d,) and 1 (b,b, , d,d,)I > 4, y = 1 or t, . If y = t, , replace 
zi by z1(b,bJ2”” and get [zi , v] = 1. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2.4. If 2m+4 divides I C(uv)l OY I C(uvt)l, then uv and uvt lie in 
da&rent conjugate classes of G. If 2 ar+4 divides 1 C(uvt)l and uv conjugate to t 
in G, then there exists z2 in C(uvt) such that tZz = uv; uvz2 = t; 
(b;1b2)Zz = b;‘b, ; 7.22 = v OY zF-2 = ut. 
LEMMA 2.2.5. The involution t is conjugate to an element in (u, uv, v}. 
LEMMA 2.2.6. The group G has precisely two classes of involutions K1 and 
K, with the representatives t and ut respectively: K1 n H is the union of four 
classes of involutions of H with representatives t, u, uv, v; K, n H is the union 
of three classes of involutions of H with representatives t, , ut, uvt. 
The proof of the above result shows that z1 , z2 are in C(v). 
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2.3. Centralizer of involution in K, . 
Proceeding in the same way as the proof of (2.3.1) in [6], we show that 
C(ut) contains a normal subgroup K such that C(ut)/K is dihedral of order 
2a+r and K = O(K) x D where D r L,(q2) and O(K) cyclic of order d. 
Because O(K) C_ C(D), X = C(ut)/(C(D) n C(ut)) D is a 2-group and is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of L,(q2), which 
is abelian. Since t $ C(D) and the image of t in C(ut)/K does not lie in 
.Z(C(ut)/K), it follows that X is a subgroup of a four-group. We then continue 
as in the proof of (2.3.1) of [6] and produce the following result. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. The centralizer C(ut) of ut in G has the following structure: 
CW) = (<K> x D)(t), 
where <K) is cyclic of order q - 1; D g L2(q2); B(uvt) 6 D; D(t) is isomorphic 
to the extension of L,(q2) by the$eld automorphism of order 2 and t inverts K. 
Let T* be the unique S,-subgroup of D containing T = {xluxlu ( x1 E T1). 
Since T* is a T. I. group in D, t E N(T*) since T* n T*t 1 T. By Marschke’s 
theorem, it follows that T* = T x T4 where T4 is elementary of order q 
and inverted by t. 
From 2.3.1 and the structure of C(t), (ut)” = tS where p = b~-2K(a-1)/4dz . 
Hence C(t,) = ((K”) x DP)(utdldz). Since 
B(uvt) C D, (8;‘/3, , ut, uvb, d1 dJ C D’. 
Therefore (K”) C C(t, , &‘p,, ut, uvb,d,d,) and inverted by utd,d, . It 
follows that {K”) = (4) or <$t). Replacing 4 by $t if necessary we may 
assume that (K”) = (4) without affecting our earlier arguments. Similarly 
from ut+ E D, (ut+)p = t2#3i1 E DD. Because O(e) is prime to q - 1 and 
de C(4), (t) C D”. 
Since /$/I2 normalizes T and T* is a T. I. group in D, &&E N(T*). 
Hence (t2q5&1)2 = &&’ = (/Jf12)p normalizes T*D = To x T40. It follows 
that (t2+/Q1, /) T*p is a Bore1 subgroup of Do. Since b~-2K(q-1)/4 acts fixed- 
point-free on (ut, tt,), it normalizes C(ut, tt,) = (ut, tt,) x (d,d, ,+, T4) 
where (d,d, ,+, T4) z PGL(2, q) and thus normalizes (d,d, , $2, T4). 
Because x = br-eK(q-1)/4 E C(#2), T4 and T4x are normalized by 4”. From the 
fact that x acts fixed-point-free on (ut, tt,) and since 4” normalizes precisely 
two SD-subgroups of (d,d, , $2, T4), T4= = T4. Set T, = T4” = T,da and 
T5 = Tp = TQdg where T3 = T%‘. From (d,d,)O = ut, we have ut E Do and 
so Do = (T,T, , t&f12-l, r!, ut). 
By 2.3.1, ut d,d, = tP acts as a field automorphism of order 2 on Do 
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and C(ut d&J n Dp = (B(uvt))p = (T, t&3;‘, ut). The following map 77 
then gives an isomorphism of Do onto L,(q2). 
LEMMA 2.3.2. The centralizer C(t,) of t, in G is ((4) x DP)(ut d,d,) 
where Do = ( T5T6, t&?~‘, e, ut> and 77 given above is an isomorphism of Do 
onto L,(qZ). 
The next result comes from the structure of C(t). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let F = (PI ,+, 8) and N = (F, ut, dld2). Then F is 
abelian of order &(q - 1)2(q + 1) and W = N/F is dihedral of order 8. 
2.5. &,-Subgroup of G. 
Our aim here is to construct a p-subgroup which will turn out to be a 
SD-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 2.5.1. The group R = (Tl , T, , T3 , T4) is elementary abelian 
of order q4. Furthermore T3T4 = CR(tta); T3 C C(u) and T4 C C(ut). 
Proof. Let T* be the unique $,-subgroup of D containing 
T = (xiuxiu ) xi E Tl). From 2.3.1, C(ut) n C(T*) = (K) x T*. Clearly 
<Kd> is a &-subgroup of C(T*). By the transfer theorem of Burnside, 
C(T*) = (Kd) O(C(T*)). Set R* = O(C(T*)). Since T C T*, C&t) C 
C(t) n C(T) = T,T,(t, u, S). If C&t) n TIT, 1 T, then TIT, C CR*(t) 
since 4 E N( T*) and acts fixed-point-free on TIT, . Thus either q T 1 CR*(t)1 
or q2 T / CR*(t)]. Because u = tu where p = &-1)/4 and p E C(T*), 
/ CR*(t)1 = ) C,*(u)]. By the formula of Brauer-Weilandt [lo], q2 T 1 R* 1 
or q4 T 1 R* I. If the former is the case, the Frattini argument shows that 
N( T*) = (N(&) n N(T*)) C(T*) and this implies that a S,-subgroup of 
G has order q2. Therefore TIT2 is a $,-subgroup of G. But C(T,T,) n C(t) = 
(Tl x T,)(t, 1) which has a S,-subgroup of order 2, a contradiction to the 
fact C( T*) has a S,-subgroup of order 2a where 01 > 2. Hence C&t) > TIT, . 
Suppose X = R* n (e) # 1. Then XT, is a direct product where 
T* = T x T4 . Since XT, C C(tt,), this is a contradiction to the structure 
of C(tt,). Therefore C&t) = TIT2 and so C&u) = C&t)” = TTu 
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where ? = (X;~UX~U ] xi E T1>. We note that pu = T6 = T3. Since 
p C C(ut,), Tu C C(tts). Therefore T3T4 _C C(trs) and T3T4 is elementary 
abelian of order q2. T3T4 is a conjugate of T* in G. Therefore C(T,T,) 
contains a normal 2-complement R *. Consider the action of (ut, tt,) on 8*. 
By the Brauer-Weilandt’s formula and the fact T4 5 Cg*(ut, tt,), it follows 
that q2 divides both / C&ut)l and j CR*(tt&. From the structure of C(ut) 
and C(tt,), TT, and TT, are the unique SD-subgroup of C(ut) and C(tt,) 
respectively which contains T4 . Hence (TT, , i’T,> C l?* and ( T3 , T4) C 
W-1 > 7-2, T3, T4). Also (T, T4) C Z( T1 , T, , T3 , T4). It follows 
<T1 , T2, T3, T4) is abelian and in fact elementary abelian of order q*. 
LEMMA 2.5.2. Let 0, = (~;luOlu)u; 8, = 03 ; T5 = T$ and T6 = Tqdg. 
Then P = (Ti ) i = l,..., 6) is a p-subgroup of order q6 and PF is a splitting 
extension of P by F where F = (& , $, 8). The structure of PF is determined 
uniquely by 2.3.2, 2.4.1, 2.5.1 and the following relations: 
[e, , xlj = I ; [e, , xly = x;l x,~u~,u)-~; 
[e (- j-j= - [e (A-1; 5, XllXIUW 2. Xl , 5 3 X4 
for all x1 E T1 and x4 E T4. 
Proof. Arguing as in 2.5.2 of [6], we show that C(T,) = L,(e)U where 
Lz(8) n U = 1; U 4 C(T,) and U = C,(t) C,(tt,) C,(t,); C,(t) = T1 ; 
C&t,> = TJ+, ; C,(t,) = T5T6 . Hence P = T,U is a p-group of order 
46. It follows that PF is a splitting extension of P by F. 
Since C(t) n U = T1 , t acts fixed-point-free on U/T1 . By a result of 
Zassenhaus, U/T1 is abelian. Therefore T1T3T4 Q P. Thus tt, acts fixed- 
point-free on PIT,T,T, and so P/T,T,T, is abelian. We may regard U/T1 
as a vector space of dimension 4f over the finite field of p elements. Let 
e,,T, ; O,,T, ; (8#2T1 ; (O,,)“zT, , i = I,..., f be a basis of U/T1 where 
e,, E Ti , j = 3, 4. Because PIT,T,T, is abelian, we get the following repre- 
sentation of d, and 0, = BiU as linear transformations on U/T1 : 
where I is the 2f x 2f unit matrix; 0 the 2f x 2f zero matrix and X a 2f x 2f 
matrix. From the relation (d228J3 = 1; it follows that X = --I. In particular 
6$&B, = x02(0;‘Bz)~ for some x E T1 . Since 4 centralizes T by 2.3.2, 
Q1xiUe5 E x~~(x;~ux~u)~ (mod TJ for all xi E T1 . Hence 0, E N(R) where 
R = T,T,T,T, . 
By 2.5.1, R is elementary abelian and so can be regarded as a vector space 
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of dimension 4f. Let or,, ~9,~ = 0; , 0,, = (6$&.)@, t9,, ; i = l,..., f be a basis 
of R. In terms of this basis, and what has been proved so far, we get the 
following representation of ut and 0s as linear transformations on R. 
where I is the f x f unit matrix; 0 the f x f zero matrix and X, Y, 2 are 
f x f matrices. Because (d1dzfQ$)3 = 1, ut = (did.&‘; 0s = (0,&$ it follows 
immediately X = I, Y = 21, Z = 0. From this we obtain the relations of 
the Lemma. It is clear now that the structure of PF is uniquely determined 
by 2.4, 2.3.2 and 2.5.1. 
3. THE CASE q = - 1 (MOD 4) 
Here 01 = 1, /3 3 2 and N is a non-splitting extension of the central 
product L&a by the dihedral group (u, w) with <u, w) n L1L2 = 
(w(g+W) = ((a1”2)(4+1)/4 ). Further we have the following relations: 
[ai , v] = 1; cl0 = aicr ; c20 = a,lc, . (See Sec. 1 for notation). 
LEMMA 3.1.1. The group Q = (a, , cl , a2 , c2)<u, v> is a S,-subgroup 
of H with Z(Q) = (t}. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. There are precisely four classes of invoktions in H with 
representatives t, s = (a,cL,)(q+1)/4, u and uv when q = 3 (mod S), and jive 
classes of involutions in H with representatives t, s, u, uv and x = v2”-2(,1m2)(q+1)lS 
when q = -1 (mod 8). 
LEMMA 3.1.3. We have (i) C,(s) = (01~) (Ye, clcs)(u, w); 
(ii) C,(u) = (t, u)B where B = <xluxlu [ x1 EL&; 
(iii) C,(uv) = (t, uv)C where C = (x&‘” 1 x1 EL& 
(iv) C,(z) = L,(w, m2) ifz exists. 
LEMMA 3.1.4. A S,-subgroup of H is TIT2 = Tl x T2 and C,(T,T,) = 
(w2a,o$) TIT, ; NH( TIT,) = (~zJ, /I1 , fl,) TIT2 . We note that p2 = w%r$. 
3.2. Fusion of involutions. 
Proving a series of lemmas as in 3.2 of [6], we show that 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. A S,-subgroup of H is a S,-subgroup of G. 
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COROLLARY 3.2.2. When q z 3 (mod S), G has only one class of involutions. 
When q = -1 (mod 8), G has precisely two classes of involutions. The 
involutions u, s, uv are conjugate to t in G. 
3.3. Some Subgroups of G. 
The following results are useful for showing that G is a (B, N) pair. 
THEOREM 3.3.1. There exist an element v in C(B) such that tY = u; 
24” = ut; (ut)” = t. 
Proof. From the structure of C(t), we observe that N&i, t)/C(i, t) has 
order 2 for any involution i # t of H conjugate to t in G. Together with 3.2.2, it 
implies that there exists an x E N(A) n C(U) such that t” = ut, utx = t 
where A = (u, t). Since x E N(A) x normalizes C(A) and consequently 
C(A)‘. We have C(A)’ = B z L,(q) when 4 > 3. If q = 3, B is the inverse 
image in C(A) of O(C(A)/C(A)‘). Hence in both cases, x E N(B). 
Suppose q = -1 (mod 8). Set v = [(w~c+$)(@+~)/~, x]. We verify that 
the assertions of the lemma are true. When q = 3 (mod 8), f is odd. The 
outer automorphism group of B has order 2f. Both (p(*+i)/* and x-i@+i)& 
act as outer automorphism of B of order 2. Hence v = [$*+l)P, x] . b 
centralizes B for a suitable b E B. We check v satisfies the relations stated, 
LEMMA 3.3.2. Let B* = (x~x~~ 1x1 EL&. There exists an element V’ 
in C(B*) such that t*’ = u; (q>” = ucpt ; (qt)“’ = t. 
Proof. As in 3.3.1. 
The next three results can be proved in an identical manner as the corre- 
sponding results of [6], except for some obvious changes and using #~+1))/4 
in place of vu1 in [6]. 
LEMMA 3.3.3. Suppose e # 1. Let Y be a non-trivial subgroup of 
(w~~~ocT$) of odd order. Then C(Y) C C(t). 
LEMMA 3.3.4. The centralizer C(B) of B in G is isomorphic to L,(q). 
LEMMA 3.3.5. The centralizer C(B*) of B* in G is isomorphic to L,(q). 
LEMMA 3.3.6. Let q > 3. The centralizer C(@.J is a direct product of 
(@& and D = (C(B), C(B*)) which is isomorphic to L,(q2). Moreover 




Proof. Let K = (&&). First we have C(K) n C(t) = {/II , p2, y, u> 
and C(t) n C(K)/K is the centralizer of tK in the factor group C(K)/K. 
Clearly (I@, u) K/K is a &-subgroup of C(K)/K and is dihedral. 
By 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, Y and v’ belong to C(K). It follows that C(K)/K has 
only one class of involutions. Furthermore C(t) n C(K)/K has abelian 
2-complement. By the result of Gorenstein-Walter [4], the quotient group of 
C(K)/K by O(C(K)/K) is isomorphic to A, or&(r). The first case is impossible 
since the centralizer of an involution of C(K)/K/O(C(K)/K) is a factor group 
of a dihedral group. Since C(K)/K contains a subgroup C(B) K/K isomorphic 
to L,(q), it follows that r = @ for some integer j. Comparing the order of 
C(t) n C(K)/K with that of L&i), we see that I = p2 and O(C(K)/K) = 1. 
Since the group (p12, p2”) splits over @i&), by the result of Gaschiitz 
[5, Ka II, 17.41 C(K) = K x D where D E L2(q2). Because K has odd order, 
every involution of C(K) lies in D. In particular C(B), C(B*) lie in D and 
so D = (C(B), C(B*)). Clearly (v,, u) CD. Since C(v) n C(K) = (a, f12, ‘p) 
and the fact that C(v) n D is cyclic and inverted by u, it follows /3;‘p, E D. 
Because ut did, invers /Ilfi2 , it normalizes C(K) and consequently 
D = C(K)‘. Suppose ut did,% centralizes D for a suitable x E D. Then 
ut d,d,x E C(,8;1~2 , p, u> = (t), a contradiction. Hence ut dld2 acts as an 
outer automorphism on D. By the same argument as 2 . 2 in [6], we show that 
(D, ut dld2) is isomorphic to an extension ofL2(q2) by the field automorphism 
of order 2. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.3.7. Suppose q > 3. The group T3 = (x;~‘cx,u 1 xl E Tl)y is 
contained in C(&/3~‘). 
Proof. By 3.3.6, C(&9;‘) = <&3;‘) x Dde and <u, 0”~) E {(T, L2(q2)) 
where (T is the field automorphism of order 2. (u, @, ut d,d,) is a S,-subgroup 
of (u, Ddz> and hence contains a conjugate of the image of 0. This element 
is in u(ve, ut d,d,). It centralizes ut d,d, and inverts @. Hence it must be 
uqBfe. Thus u is a conjugate of the image of u in (u, Dda). 
By the structure of <u, Dda), there are precisely two SD-subgroups PI , P2 
of C@&) normalized by (u, /31/32 , v) and C(u) n Pi has order q. By 3.3.1, 
(C(u) n Pi)yml C C(t) normalized by (&/32)v1 = ,8rfi2 and inverted by tVml = ut. 
Thus T3 is one of the C(u) n Pi . 
3.4. $,-Subgroup of G. 
As in Sec. 2.2, we shall next construct a p-subgroup which will turn out 
to be a SD-subgroup of G. 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let T = (x,ux,u 1 x1 E T&. Set R = O(C( T)). Then 
C(T) = C(B)R. 
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Proof. Since C(t) A C(T) = (w2a&, u) TIT2 . By (3.3.3), C(T) contains 
a subgroup C(B) isomorphic to L,(q). Clearly (v2e, u) (where w2c+.$ = v2) 
is a S,-subgroup of C(T), and is dihedral. Moreover there is only one class 
of involutions in C(T) since it contains C(B). Hence by the result of 
Gorenstein-Walter [4], C( T)/O(C( T)) is isomorphic to A, or&(r). The former 
case is possible only when q = 3 or 7. But when q = 3, a S,-subgroup of 
C(T) has order 4 whereas A, has a S,-subgroup of order 8; and when q = 7, 
the centralizer of an involution in C(T)/R has order a divisor of 8.7. Thus 
C(T)/R g L2(r). Since C(t) R/R is the centralizer of tR in C(T)/R, so it 
must be dihedral. In particular this implies that A> TIT2 and C( T)/R g L,(q). 
Hence C(T) = C(B)R. 
An identical proof produces the following result: 
LEMMA 3.4.2. Let i; = (x;~z+u 1 x1 E TJ. Set i? = O(C(p)). Then 
C(T) = C(B*) i?. 
LEMMA 3.4.3. 
T4 = T;‘Q+1)/4 =
We have R = w = ( Tl , T, , T3 , T4) where T3 = TV; 
TV”. Moreover C,(u) = TT, , C,(ut) = TT, . 
Proof. Since (t, u) C C(T), it normalizes R = O(C(T)). By the 
Brauer-Wielandt’s formula, and the fact CR(t) = TF = Tl x T, , 
R = CR(t) C,(u) CR(ut). Because v E C(T) and 9 6 N(T), we have 
C,(u) = TTv and CR(ut) = TpvZ = T~v~‘at”‘4. Thus R = T,T,T,T, . 
Next we have (t, u> acting on R = O(C(i‘)). Using Brauer-Wielandt’s 
formula, I Cg(t)I = I CR(U)/ = I CR(ut)l = q2. Because C(T)/8 s L,(q), 
T C O(C(Z?)). Now TT, , TT, are the unique SD-subgroups of C(u), C(ut) 
respectively which contain T. Hence C,(u) = TT, , Ca(ut) = TT, 
and R = 8. Thus TT’c Z(R). Since v E C(T), T3 = 5?‘C Z(R) and 
T., = T3v C Z(R). Therefore R is abelian and hence elementary abelian. 
LEMMA 3.4.4. Let q = 3. Then N(R) = DR where 
D = <( GW% 9, 4 = L,(q2). 
A &-subgroup of G has order 36. 
Proof. Since R n C(T) = TIT,, C(t) n N(R) C C(t) n N(T,T,) = 
(9, u) T,T, . Hence (v, u) TIT2 = C(t) n N(R) by 3.3.1. Obviously 
(@, u) is a S,-subgroup of N(R). By 3.4.1, 3.4.2 there is only one 
class of involutions in N(R). By the result of Gorenstein-Walter [4], 
NWWWR)/R) is isomorphic to A,, L,(7) or L,(32). The first two cases 
are not possible, since 7 does not divide ((GL(4, 3)[. It follows that 
O(N(R)/R) = 1 by the Brauer-Wielandt’s formula. 
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By 3.3.1, u3 centralizes t, u and B. Since it acts fixed-point-free on (t, u>, 
v3 = 1. Let M be a S,-subgroup of N(R) containing R(v). We note from 
2.4.1 and 3.4.3, C(V) n R = (T, tMv@‘“) where (0) = T and has order 3s. 
We shall next show that R is the unique elementary abelian group of order 34 
contained in M. From this it would follow that N(M) C N(R) and 
consequently M is a S,-subgroup of G. Suppose there is R* # R and R* 
elementary abelian of order 34. If R*R = M, then R* n R C Z(M) and 
] R* n R 1 = 9. Therefore R* n R = C(V) n R; a contradiction since by 
3.4.1 / C(T)/ is not divisible by 36. Hence ) R n A* j = 33 and RR* has 
order 35. By the structure of L,(9), then exist an element x E N(R) such that 
RR*” C M and RR* # RR*“. Therefore RR*R*z = n/I. For the same reason 
as above R n R*” has order 33. But then R n R* n R*” C Z(M) and 
1 R n R* n R*’ 1 > 32, again a contradiction as before. 
Consider C(T,). First we have C(t) n C(T,) = L,T, . Clearly a Ss-sub- 
group of C(T,) is quaternion and therefore by the result of Suzuki, 
C(T,) = (C(t) n C(T,)) O(C(T,)) = L,O(C(T,)). Set U* = O(C(T,)). Since 
C(t) n U* = TI , t acts fixed-point-free on WIT, . By Zassenhaus, U*/T, 
is abelian. Let U be a S,-subgroup of U*. We note U Q C(T,). By 3.4.3 
T3T4 _C U and T,T, = T,d2T> C U. Because t inverts T5T6 and T3T4 is the 
set of elements in TIT3T4 inverted by t. Therefore TIT3T4 n T5Tg C T3T4. 
If T,T,T, n T5T6 # 1, then T5TB = T3T4 because v acts fixed-point-free 
on T3T4 and T,T, . It follows that CG(T3T4) > (T, , T,“z) = L, , a contra- 
diction. Hence TIT3T4 n T5T6 = 1 and thus RT5T6 is a S,-subgroup of G. 
We have shown earlier that R is the unique elementary abelian or order 34 
in RT5T6. Therefore T5T6 c N(R). By the result of Grascutz [5], N(R) 
splits over R. An easy consequence of the result of [8, Cor p. 3401 shows that 
there is a complement D in N(R) containing <T5T6, v). Since C(v) n D is 
dihedral of order 8, we see that u E D. The proof is now complete. 
LEMMA 3.4.5. Let 8, = (0;%3,u)y; 8, = @; T5 = T$; T6 = T$ 
Then P = (Ti / i = I,..., 6) is a p-group of order q6 and PF is a splitting 
extension of P by F where F = (/I1 , p2 , v>. The structure of PF is uniquely 
determined by 3.3.6, 3.3.7, 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 and the following relations: 
p, , x1] = i ; [e, ,24xlu] = x;l(x;luxlu)-~; 
[e, , (x;lxp)y~ = q2; [e, , (X;l~1~~(~+1)14] = ; 
for all x1 E TI . 
Proof. By the structure of C(t), C(t) n C(T,) = L2(q2> T, . Clearly 
se) is a &-subgroup of C(T,). When q = 3 (mod S), (a2 , b, , v2”) 
La:’ kH:rnion since v2e = t. When q = -1 (mod 8), (a2, b, , IJI”“) has 
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two classes of involutions: {t} and a class with representative x which does 
not fuse in G by 3.2.2. Hence by the result of Glauberman [2], 
C(T,) = (C(t) n C(T,)) U* where U* = O(C(T,)). Clearly (p2”> = L C U*. 
Suppose L # 1. Consider the factor group W/T, . Since LT, = L x Tl and 
(1 L /, j Tl I) = 1, the centralizer of any subgroup XTJT, of LT,/T, in U*/T, 
is (C(X) n U*) T,/T, by 3.3.3 and similarly the normalizer of LTJT, 
in U*IT, is LTIT, . It follows that V/T, is a Frobenius group. Let U/T1 
be the SD-subgroup of the Frobenius kernel of U*/T, if L # 1. If L = 1, 
t acts fixed-point-free on U*jT, . Again let U/T1 be the SD-subgroup of the 
abelian group U*/T, . In both cases we have U 4 C(T,). 
By 3.4.3, T3T4 C U. It follows T5T6 = T,dzT$ C U. Since T3T4 is the set 
of elements in TlT3T4 inverted by t and T5T6 is inverted by t, 
TlT3T4 n T5T6 C T3T4. The intersection is in C(/3if12) n C@/3,) when q > 3 
which does not contain p-elements by 3.3.6. Hence TlT3T4 n T5T6 = 1. 
We have shown earlier it is 1 when q = 3. Because t acts fixed-point-free 
on U/T,, it is abelian. By 3.3.6, 3.4.1 3.4.2 and 3.4.4, T5T6 normalizes 
R = T,T,T,T, . In particular 0, E N(R) and t$ acts on RIT,T,T, . So O5 
must fix a non-trivial element of R/T,T,T, . Because /3,/32 centralizes 0, 
and acts fixed-point-free for q > 3. We have that 8, acts trivially on 
R/T,T,T, . The conclusion is also true when q = 3. The actions of ut and ti5 
can now be represented by the matrices 
where I is the f x f unit matrix; Ai are f x f matrices. From the relation 
(d,-%,Q1O,)s = 1 and (&-id2>Yda = ut, (e,-102)‘dz = 8,) we get A, = I, 
A, = 0, A, = 0 and A,A, = 21. 
To determine A,, A,, we observe that (y2 , pr) acts fixed-point-free 
on T,T, and centralizes T2 . Hence 8, normalizes T,T,T,T,T, . As in 2.5.2, 
we consider the action of 8,, d, on T,T,T,T,T,/T, and get A, = I and 
A, = 21. 
The structure of PF is now uniquely determined by the above relations 
and the lemmas mentioned. 
4. THE (B, N) PAIR 
Let q be a power of any odd prime. We shall show that B = PF and 
N = (F, ut, d,) generate a subgroup G,, , which is isomorphic to U,(q). 
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First we have B n N = F and F 4 N. The factor group W = N/F is 
generated by two involutions rr = UF and ra = d,F and is dihedral of order 8. 
THEOREM 4.1. If w E W, i = 1, 2, then 
riBw c BwB v Br,wB 
Proof. By 3.4.1 and 3.4.5, ut normalizes R and d, normalizes 
U = TlT3T4T5TB. Also (ut, d,) C N(F). Hence it suffices to show 
r1T5T6w _C BwB u Br,wB and r,T,w _C BwB v Br,wB. From the structure 
of L, g SL(2, q), dzTzdz C (pa , T,) d&3,, T,) and similarly utT,T,ut 
C (TJe 3 B;% > TJ> Ut<TJs 9 B;‘A > TJ>- Th ese together with the actions of 
d2 on U and ut on R prove the result. 
LEMMA 4.2. The intersection P n Pdlda = 1. 
Proof. Let I = P n Palas. Then (t, d,d,) acts on I. By the result of 
Brauer-Wielandt [lo], I = C,(t) C,(d,d,) C,(td,d,). We have C,(t) C 
Cp(t) = TIT, and since CI(t) is inverted by d,d, , it follows C,(t) = 1. 
Hence t acts fixed-point-free on I and inverts I. 
Consider now Pdl n Pda. Since Tl C Z(P), Pdl n Pde C C(T, , T$) = 
C(L,) = L2($). Th e only element of odd order inverted by t in L,(p2) is 1. 
Thus P n Pdldp = 1 as required. 
Lemma 4.2 and the action of ut, d, on R, U respectively enable us to 
construct the following table where B, = {x E P 1 wxw-1 E Pdlda 1; 
B,‘=PnP”andw~W. 
TABLE 2 
w 1 ut 4 utd, d,ut utd,ut d&d, dld2 
Bw 1 T.sTG Tz TaTaT& TIT&T, u R P 
B; P R u T,T,T, TJJ4 l-2 TJ, 1 
We note B, , B,’ are subgroups of P for all w E W and B,B,’ = P. 
Let W(I) = 1, w(rJ = ut, w(r2) = d, and w(w) = w(ril) w(ri,) *.* W(rii) if 
w=riri ...r. . 12 1; Then we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let GO = BNB. Then G,, is a subgroup of G. Every 
element of G, has a unique expression in the form bw(w)x where b E B, w E W, 
x E B, . The multiplication table of G,, is uniquely determined and GO s U,(q). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from (4.1) and a theorem of Tits [9]. 
The existence and uniqueness of the normal form come from 3.4.5, 4.2, the 
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action of ut, d, on R, U respectively in the usual way [l]. The uniqueness of 
the multiplication table follows from these results too. 
By the theorem of Tits [9], GO is the disjoint union of 8 double cosets BwB, 
w E W. Therefore 1 G,, 1 = Cw BwB = 1 B / Cw q6/l P n Pw / = 1 U,(q)/. 
Since U,(q) satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, it follows that U,(q) 
contains a subgroup G, with a uniquely determined multiplication table 
of order 1 U,(q)(. Thus GO z U,(q). 
LEMMA 4.4. The group G is simple. 
Proof. As in 5.1 of [6]. 
We conclude the proof of the theorem with the following result. 
LEMMA 4.5. G = G,,. 
Proof. When q = 1 (mod 4) and q = -1 (mod 8), the result follows 
as in 5.2 of [6]. 
Suppose that q 3 3 (mod 8). By way of contradiction, suppose that G - GO 
contains an involution. In this case, G has only one class of involutions and 
G, is a strongly embedded subgroup of G. Hence by Thompson-Suzuki 
result [3, Ch. 9, 2.21, G,, = C(t)K where K has odd order. Therefore 
j K 1 = +(q2 + l)(q2 - q + 1) q4 1 C(t) n K 1. Regarding U,(q) as a subgroup 
of L,(q2) we check that U,(q) contains an element of order &(q2 + 1) which 
is conjugate in L4(q2) to the image x of the following matrix in L4(q2): 
where cr is a non-square of Fp2 and 7 + E dZ is a generator for the group 
of elements in Fq4 ofFqbz-norm 1. By direct matrix multiplication the centralizer 
of any non-trivial subgroup of (x) in L4(q2) is (x) x L* where L* s L2(q4). 
Since K is a solvable group, a Hall-group M of order $(q2 + l)(q2 - q + 1) 
exists. By the above ramark, a subgroup M* of order $(q2 + 1) in M is a 
T. I. group. Moreover N,(M*) = M* since no non-trivial element whose 
order divides (q2 - q + 1) can act fixed-point-free on M*. Thus M is a 
Frobenius group with the Frobenius kernel K* of order q2 - q + 1. Since 
M* acts fixed-point-free on K*, ( M* 1 divides (q2 - q), a contradiction 
because (&(q2 + I), q2 - q) = 1. Therefore G - GO does not contain 
involutions which implies that G = GO since by 4.4, G is simple. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
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